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Abstract

In this paper, an interactive platform is introduced that users can
create dancing animation of models with various topologies, in-
cluding humans, flowers, animals and etc. After the key postures
of dancing are set interactively by animators, the program pro-
duces the final smooth animation automatically. What is more, cer-
tain posture pools have been designed for users in advance, which
greatly reduces the labor burden of creating individual postures and
facilitates operating the system. After users have stored the individ-
ual postures, our system will calculate the transition between those
postures with dynamic theories, and produce the dancing animation
smoothly in real time. Two different physical models are applied
in this system. In the interaction procedure, the models are set as
spring model, which could propagate the force at one joint to the
entire skeleton, driving the motion of the whole model correspond-
ingly. In the process of animating, we make good use of elastic joint
model to sequence and polish the interpolation. In addition, some
natural movements can be easily simulated in the system, such as
the waving motion of trees in the winds, with the spring model and
elastic joint model working together.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Physically based
modelling; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Animation

Keywords: Physically based animation, Interactive, Spring
Model, Simulation, Elastic Joint Model, Inverse Kinetics

1 Introduction

FromSteamboat Willieby Disney in 1928, the first sound cartoon in
the world, the cartoon industry has made rapid progress in the past
years. Nowadays there are about fifty to sixty cartoons produced
each week just in Japan. Generation after generation, both children
and adults are impressed by lively characters, interesting stories,
various subjects and wonderful pictures of cartoons. However, the
traditional key-frame technique to produce cartoon manually is an
extremely great burden for animators. With the development of
computer science, how to aid animators in producing cartoons with
computer is an active and promising research field.

Our approach is based on the dynamic equations of motion. As
physically based animations are preeminent to produce realistic
motions, and moreover, motions is created automatically according
to the inherent physics theories in such an animation system. That
is, in this system, what animator need to do is to regulate some
physical parameters and specify the beginning and ending postures,
and the system will produce the final animation automatically.

The goal of this work is to create an expressive and recreational
animation system. We finally focus on the dancing animation, for
dancing is very representative. Furthermore, it generally exhibits
repeated patterns in dancing, which facilitate the design of postures.
We also want the system to provide an easy-to-use interface, and
grant users the power to create motions representing their individ-
ualities. We also intend to offer a system for animating universal

models, including humanoid biped, quadruped, myriapod insects,
plants, and so forth.

As a matter of fact, to generate the animation completely by com-
puters, without any involvement of human intelligence is not pos-
sible at present [Lu and Zhang 2002]. In this system, users should
first choose a dancer from what we have provided in the model pool.
Because our method is based only on dynamic physics theories and
not related with the topology of dancer models, the dancing charac-
ters can be various. Then users may set individual postures directly
by dragging the selected joint of the skeleton to the desired posi-
tion interactively. Subsequently, the individual postures are stored
as key-frames of the final dancing animation. We also afford users
some most ordinary postures in the posture pools of each model to
make the creation procedure easier and more standard. At last, we
apply the elastic joint model to the dancer, interpolating between
the key-frames and producing dancing animation in real time. Be-
cause our model is a second-order dynamic system, the final ani-
mation is smooth and realistic, avoiding the jerky switches usually
caused by direct linear interpolation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After review-
ing the related work in Section 2, we will briefly describe our whole
system in Section 3. We introduce the application of spring model
and the pre-set posture pools in the system to realize the interac-
tive control in Section 4, and the elastic joint model to smooth the
dancing animation in Section 5. Some resulting animations will be
shown in Section 6. We conclude the paper and point out the future
work directions at last.

2 Related Work

A common technique to create character-dancing animation is mo-
tion capture, that the motions of artificial characters were chore-
ographed with identical and slightly deformed copies of real-life
motions. For instance, Li and his colleagues [Li et al. 2002] de-
signed a two-level statistical model to characterize the dynamic and
stochastic nature of the figure motion. Firstly they created motion
texture for synthesizing the dancers’ motion. Then under the con-
straints of the beginning pose and ending pose, the system could
find the lowest cost path automatically and smooth all the transi-
tions. But their algorithm did not allow the poses to be edited by
users to deviate from the original ones too much. Kim et al. [Kim
et al. 2003], however, presented a novel scheme to synthesizing new
motions from the example motions while preserving their rhythmic
pattern. Their scheme first extracted the basic movements and their
transitions from example motions, and then constructed a move-
ment transition graph representing the example motions. However
motion capture method has disadvantages on interactivity and ad-
justability, since captured data are difficult to segment and edit.
[Nakata 2002]

Oore et al. [Oore et al. 2002] introduced local physical model -
the DIGITAL MARIONETTE animation system, which could au-
tomatically produce some behaviors and let users control the virtual
puppetry via a PD-controller. There are also inertia parameterM,
elastic coefficientK, and damping matrixC in their system, but they
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only developed models for the knees and ankles of an interactively-
animated 3D anthropomorphic character. What’s more, there were
no such poses as leaning or bowing in their final animation, which
would lead to the unbalance of the character. In addition, the vir-
tual puppetry could not jump, that is, at least one point of the two
feet should be fixed on ground, and in the interactive control, users
could only set some limited physical properties of the joints. Such
kind of work is also in [McMillan et al. 1995], and their algorithm
is O(N).

On the other hand, many people create some animation system with
intelligence, such as [Tu et al. 2000]. Recently Lu [Lu and Zhang
2002] is engaged in the research of full life cycle computer aided
animation generation technique, that is, from the story in natural
language to the demonstration of pictures, the whole process is done
with the aid of computers. This study is related with artificial intel-
ligence, natural language understanding, and computer graphics. It
will greatly reduce the workload of producing animation, however
nowadays the process must have people’s interference.

In the respects of interaction, frameworks for creating and animat-
ing the elastically deformable characters interactively have been
developed as in [Capell et al. 2002][Turner and Gobbetti 1998].
Dontcheva et al. [Dontcheva et al. 2003] created an action-based
animation system, in which the animator’s real-world, expressive
motions were mapped into the character’s virtual world. Some
widgets were used to control the user features, which mapped to
character features. Visual feedback maintained a tight coupling
between the animator and the character. In J. Popovic’s [Popovic
et al. 2000] system, an animator could select bodies at any time and
simply dragged them to desired locations. In response, the system
computed the required physical parameters and simulated the re-
sulting motion. While in our system, all the physical parameters
are initially defined or interactively regulated by users in real time.
The system just computes the torque caused by displacement and
torsion through the second-order dynamic equations.

3 System Overview

First of all, we should create the character models with the help
of some modelling softwares. In our practice, we just apply the
skeletons to the prepared model meshes through MilkShape 3Dc©.
Of course, the skeleton can be designed with more details, which
means more accurate control of the character and the more elab-
orate animation. However it also means more burdens in creating
the postures and more computation cost in animation. We should
achieve a balance in the dilemma soundly.

The system of this work is divided into two levels: the high level
for interactive control and animate actors and the low level for regu-
lating the dynamical motions and physical properties of each joint.
Animators can interactively control the characters at the high-level
intuitively, with no awareness of the inner potential mechanisms.
The system will automatically produce the final animation through
the low-level.

As can be seen from Figure 1, we design the system as a linear
spring model and a second-order dynamic elastic model. The con-
nected springs can propagate the local deformation throughout the
whole skeleton, which is desirable for the interactive control glob-
ally. On the other hand, the elastic model is created as a linear
dynamic system (LDS) as in [Li et al. 2002]. All the transitions are
computed locally, in the parent joint coordinates. Consequently,
the system should carry out the relative angular displacement from
global absolute position coordinates. We also simplify the LDS in

order to create the animation in real time, keeping animation realis-
tic at the same time.

Our system is dynamic, interactive and real-time. If animators
could design the postures according to their understanding of cer-
tain music, they will choreograph these postures to music with their
own individuality and express their inner preferences as well.

4 Interactive Controls

4.1 Spring Model

Skeleton animation consists of changing joint angles. In a typi-
cal system based on inverse kinematics, animators specify the end
positions of some parts of the skeleton, and the system can com-
pute the necessary joint angles of other parts to put the specified
parts to the desired position automatically. [Magnenat-Thalmann
and Thalmann 1990] Our system also involves inverse kinematics,
for users select and drag certain joint to the target position, and
system should put all the character skeleton to the proper position.
Our method is to model the skeleton with spring model because
connected springs can propagate forces among the whole skeleton,
maintaining the minimum energy of the system.

In practice, spring model has been widely adopted to simu-
late deformable objects, for example the clothes [Meyer et al.
2001][Provot 1995]. There are two kinds of spring model, with
or without mass. The spring model with mass can be used to create
more real animation, but it is also time-consuming, which is unsuit-
able to be utilized in interactive animation. In our system, the prime
purpose is to permit users to set and store the appropriate postures
as they want in real time. Accordingly we adopt the spring model
without mass to alleviate the computation cost.

The original method is to minimize the energy of the whole model.
Because the joints in this system are created without mass, there is
only potential energy and no kinetic energy here. A case in point
is the example of a simple spring system like Figure 2. According
to the theories of potential energy in a spring system, we should
minimize the energy

disn

dis

Figure 2: Energy in a spring system

Ep =
1

2
k(dis− disn)2 (1)

wheredis is the current distance between two joints, whiledisn is
the rest length of the spring. And the final algorithm is as follows.

D = P2 − P1 (2)

dis = ‖D‖ (3)

ext = dis− disn (4)

4X =
ext

dis
D (5)
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Figure 1: Flow chart for the interactive system
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andh is the step coefficient.

From above, we carry out the effect of one neighbor joint on an-
other. But each joint in the system, except the root joint and leaf
joints, has one parent joint and at least one child joint, and the sum
of these effects must be taken into consideration. Here we calculate
the sum of forces on every joint according to Hooke’s law.

F = k ∗∆X (8)

We setk = 1 to facilitate the computation. We can also figure out
E from above equation. As can be seen,F andE could be treated as
the same to some extent.

Then the sum of forces on each joint is calculated recursively
throughout the whole skeleton, as shown Figure 3, to figure out
the final displacements of every joint in the skeleton. It produces
the forces driving the movements of the entire skeleton, which will
be illustrated in the next section.

F

F
child
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Fx

F

F
child

F
child

y

x

parent

parent

parent

F = k*  X

Figure 3: Force on a joint

Initially, we seth = 1 directly, because the system energy is kept
zero in such a case. But there is unexpected vibration while drag-
ging a joint to move the entire skeleton. Whenh = 1, the points
move so far at a step that the system is unstable. Therefore we set
h less to slow down the movement of each point.

However as can be expected, an inherent shortcoming of spring
model, the elongation, appears, which may result in unacceptable
deformation in our models. Ultimately we found thath = 0.5 is
a good setting, It is the critical point. When it is greater, there is
vibration while skeleton moving, while if less than that value, there
is no such phenomenon. But the lessh is, the greater the elongation
is. As a result, we finally seth = 0.5.

4.1.1 Making Dancing Models Stiffer

In the beginning experiments, another problem with the spring
model is also found in the system. If we just provide springs be-
tween the immediately neighbors, the model looks extremely flex-
ible. We then impose additional springs in the neighbor 4 and 6
joints, to make the model stiffer. As a matter of fact, to set spring
between two joints is to maintain their initial distance constant dur-
ing the interaction procedure.

In Figure 4, the blue point in foot indicates the joint selected and
dragged by the mouse. As it shows, because we have imposed
springs between the 2, 4 and 6 neighbor joints, the leg seems stiff.
In contrast, if only the force produced by the springs between the
immediate 2 neighbors is calculated, the whole skeleton is particu-
larly flexible and unrealistic.

4.1.2 Fixing Joints in the Skeleton

As illustrated previously, the spring model is universal to model
subjects of different topologies, and we regard any joint in the
skeleton having 6 DOFs (degree of freedom), unattached to each
other. But in most cases, this is not true. For example, knees in hu-
man body can not bend forward and there are interlinkings between
crotch, knee and ankle. Furthermore, many articulations are only of
limited ranges of DOF. For instance, we cannot turn our heads for
360o.

On the other hand, after more springs are added between neighbor
several joints, the skeletons are much stiffer. If the ankle is dragged,
the whole leg will follow the motion and it is something like a stick.
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(a) low stiffness (b) high stiffness

(On the left is the skeleton with springs imposed just between the
nearest 2 neighbor joints, while on the right is that with springs
among the 2, 4 and 6 neighbor joints.)

Figure 4: Dragging the foot of a human skeleton

Then we grant animators the ability to select and fix some joints.
For example, animators can finely adjust the position and orienta-
tion of wrist by fixing the joints shoulder and elbow. This function
will permit animators to design postures with more accuracy.

4.1.3 Reducing the Elongation

Due to the application of spring model, the displacement of a joint
is proportional to the altered distance between its neighbor joints
and it. There is also the phenomenon of ”super-elongated” in our
model. But because of the less number of joints in our system com-
pared to the one finished by Provot [Provot 1995], we do not adopt
his method of apply a dynamic inverse procedure. In our accom-
plishment, we set a thresholddmax, for exampledmax = 0.05,
which means that the length of the springs cannot exceed their rest
length by 5% or more. The system will iterate from the springs
exceeding this threshold and propagate the force among the whole
skeleton.

The criterion to end the iteration is diverse, for instance, the itera-
tion can be stopped when all the springs converge to satisfy that all
springs do not exceed their rest length by 5%, or by computing for
a certain period time, say 0.1 second. However we choose to pre-
define the times of iterationN , to make our algorism easier. The
experiments show thatN = 10 is an ideal setting. WhenN is less
than 10, the ”super-elongated” is also obvious in some cases, while
if N is greater, we might achieve more satisfying results, but it is
comparatively with more computation cost.

4.2 Postures Pools

On the other hand, we have pre-set some basic postures for users.
These postures are the most common ones as we can imagine, in-
cluding bending the waist, the elbows, the knees, the wrists, or the
ankles, nodding head, raising the arms or the legs. What’s more,
the postures from the pools can be combined into a new compli-
cated posture. Some are shown in Figure 5. We also set them with
extent coefficients to demonstrate the similar posture with differ-
ent exaggeration, exhibited in Figure 6. Hence, users can obtain a
group of similar postures by adjusting the extent parameter.

Of course, animators could set their own posture pools by creat-
ing individual postures and storing them into the pools. Users need

not to design every posture each time, for they can choose the ap-
propriate postures from the posture pools to create their dancing.
With the help of these settings, users can produce animations more
effectively.

(From left to right, they are posturesright arm raised up, right leg
raised up, left knee bent backwards, and two complicated postures
combined from the elemental postures.)

Figure 5: Some elemental postures and the combined postures

(The postures are the modelHuman at rest, leaning rightwith 50%
and 100% degree of exaggeration respectively.)

Figure 6: Postures with increasing exaggeration extent

5 Dancing Animation

In the above section, we have designed the individual postures of
animation, and then we will animate the model by interpolating
between these postures. But the linear interpolation will result in
jerky motions in the animation. Consequently, we adopt the second-
order dynamic equations.

In the elastic model, every joint is regarded as rigid link and elastic
hinge, and the hinge determines DOF of the joint. A joint is also
considered as a spherical joint, so an angular spring is set in every
hinge. When the joint rotates, there will be angular displacement in
the joints. The angular spring will produce a torque proportional to
the angle, to force the joint back to its rest position. In the model,
all the computation is localized. As a result, we should translate the
absolute coordinates to those in the parent coordinates, and extract
the the spacial angular displacement from 3D position coordinates,
as shown in Figure 7.

Θ2
rel = (P3 − P2)× (P2 − P1) (9)

α2
rel = α2 − α1 (10)

Φ =

�
Θrel

αrel

�
(11)

As can be seen,Θrel is a vector quantity, indicating the rotation
angels in two orientations, andαrel is a scalar quantity that can be
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Figure 7: From spring model to elastic joint model

thought as the torsion angel around the hinge. AndΦ is the final
angular vector under computation in this system.

First of all, we apply the unconstrained rigid body motion equations
to analyze the dynamics of each joint.

φ̇(t) = ω(t) (12)

L̇(t) = τ(t) (13)

In the above equation (13),ω(t) is the angular velocity,L(t) =
mω(t) is the angular momentum, andm is the rotation inertia of
bone of the hinge.

τ(t) = τe(t) + τd(t) + τo(t) is the total torque, the sum of elastic
torque , damping torque and external torque.

τe(t) = −k φ(t) is the elastic torque, which according toHooke’s
principle, is proportional to the negative angular displacement, and
k is the elastic coefficient.

τd(t) = −c φ̇(t) is the first-order damping, representing friction or
the energy loss of the system, andc is the damping coefficient.

τo(t) is the external torque, which is the only motivation of the
whole system.

From the above analysis, the whole model can be deduced as a
second-order linear dynamic system. The equation for the move-
ment of every joint is as follows.

mφ̈(t) + cφ̇(t) + kφ(t) = τo(t) (14)

5.1 Simplification

In the practical design, every joint is thought independent on other
joints, including the immediate parent-joint and child-joints in the
skeleton. That is, we assume that when computing a joint, other
joints are fixed in their present positions, and only the joint cur-
rently under consideration is active and can move freely. Therefore,
there is no coupling between joints, and all the coefficient matrixes
in the equations are simplified to cross matrixes as follows:

2
64

m1 . . . 0
...

. . . 0
0 . . . mN

3
75

2
64

φ̈1(t)
...

φ̈N (t)

3
75+

2
64

c1 . . . 0
...

. . . 0
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3
75

2
64

φ̇1(t)
...

φ̇N (t)

3
75+

2
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k1 . . . 0
...

. . . 0
0 . . . kN

3
75

2
64

φ1(t)
...

φN (t)

3
75 =

2
64

τo1(t)
...

τoN (t)

3
75

or briefly:

M Φ̈(t) + C Φ̇(t) + K Φ(t) = To(t) (15)

HereM is the inertial matrix,C is the linear damping matrix, and
K is the flexibility parameter matrix.Φ(t) is the angular displace-
ment vector, andTo(t) is external torque vector.

Such presupposition is not accurate in theory. But because the mo-
tion range of every joint, relatively with neighbor joints, is small,
the velocity of the whole skeleton is not very fast, and above all, the
simplification highly decrease the computation cost, we ultimately
achieve satisfying smooth animations in real time.

5.2 Physical Parameters

As the animation is based on angular springs, and the ultimate mo-
tion source is the external torque produced from the displacement
in interaction. It is also the only impetus of the whole system. The
actor can smoothly change its postures as a response of the second-
order dynamic system with different external motivations.

On the other hand, all the physical parameters in the formula can
be adjusted by animators in real time, and the system will demon-
strate different styles of choreography accordingly. For example, if
we increase the inertia coefficient, the actor looks clumy; while de-
ceasing it, it is brisk. The greater the damp coefficient is, the faster
the system loses its energy; in contrast, the less it is, crazier the
character appears is. When stiff coefficient is enhanced, the motion
seems rigid, and when it is cut down, the animation is softer.

6 Results

All the animations are achieved on a 1.4G PC with Intel Pentuim
4 CPU, 128M RAM. The interactive control is in real time and the
final dancing is smooth. Many objects of various topologies can be
animated in this system. For example,Humanis a 3D model with
754 faces and 39 joints, whileLily is with 9248 faces and 29 joint.
Although there are actually more than 100 joints in a human body,
in this system, the number of joints is enough, and more joints also
lead to more designing and computing cost.

Some final dancing animations are displayed in Figure 8 and Fig-
ure 9.

Furthermore as discussed in the previous sections, although there
are spring model and elastic joint model in the system, the two
models operate at different time. However, when the two models
work together, this system can simulate some natural movements,
as Feng et al. [Feng et al. 1998] do. Animators can introduce wind
into the system, which causes displacement in some joints, just as
some joints are selected and dragged interactively through mouse
motions. The spring model is responsible for the effects of wind on
the whole skeleton. At the same time, the elastic joint model will
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be activated by the angular displacement, and produce a force com-
pelling the skeleton to its initial equilibrium. As the elastic joint
model is a second-order dynamic system, the simulation is based
on physics and the results are realistic. But this kind of simulation
is not fine enough, especially for the objects such as flowers that
have complicated and detailed petals. However it is good at simu-
lating the models with clear skeletons, such as willows, grass, stems
of flowers and branches of trees. The simulation result is exhibited
in Figure 10.

Figure 8: Dancing animation sequences ofHuman

Figure 9: Dancing animation sequences ofRose

Figure 10: Motion sequences ofLily in storm

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a system has been described for creating and manipu-
lating articulated character dancing animation. Animators can pro-
duce choreography of their own personality, and even design danc-
ing to music to express their understanding of certain music freely.
What is more, this system can achieve diverse types of dancing an-
imations by changing the physical parameters, including stiffness,
damping, and inertial coefficients of the joints.

Spring model is widely adopted to animate deformable objects, and
”it is easy to implement, is highly parallelizable, and involves few
computations.” [Meyer et al. 2001] We apply spring model to in-
teractively control and design postures, and the results are equally
effective and satisfying. For the elastic joint model, we make some
assumptions to simplify the computation of LDS and achieve the
real-time animation while keeping motions realistic.

There are also many problems remaining in this system. The spring
model is universal for objects of various topologies, but we also
want to add some constrains to the articulated models to grant them
their natural characteristics, as M. Naganand and S.Ferguson [Na-
ganand and Ferguson 1998] have done. For example, all the human-
like models have the characters of human, and exhibit the required
physical likeness that is necessary for a good human animation.
Then it will be much easier and friendlier for animators to create
animations through this system.

Spring model and elastic joint model are applied to the system to
produce animation in real time, but the two models are generally lo-
cal models. Consequently, we are also desirous to add some other
physical models into our system to realize controlling the whole
skeleton globally. A case in point is the introduction ofMode Shape
in mechanism, which will greatly facilitate the animation produc-
tion and simplify the computation to improve the real-time perfor-
mance.

Furthermore, dancing is the most impressive when performed to
music. Animators can create dancing animations to music, but it
may take them much time with our current system. For animators
must listen to the certain music many times to extract the rhythm
and pattern by themselves, and then design the postures accord-
ingly and particularly. How to aid animators in creating choreog-
raphy to music with computers is a promising and arduous task for
our future improvement. It involves in extracting rhythm, patterns
and even feelings of music by computer automatically, and it is also
a significative exploration in music visualization [Kim and Hwang
1999][Smith and Williams 1997]. We plan to useMIDI (Musical
Instrument Digital Interface) as the input music, for its unique ad-
vantages of containing the control information for a musical com-
position.
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